Debora's Creations
Terms of Use
Conditions of sale
PU Only for personal use
- You can only create pages for yourself
- The credits are not required but always appreciated
- You can not share with friends individual items, LO nor do QP
- You can not sell individual items, LO or QP
- Do not claim as your own the elements used for your creations
S40 scrapbooking for other
- You can create pages for other people
- The credits are not required but always appreciated
- The pages must be a single file, with no levels or layers of individual elements
- You can not share elements of a kit individually with other people
- Do not claim as your own the elements used for your creations
- You can not sell individual items, LO or QP
PU/S40 scrapbooking for yourself and for others
- You can create pages for yourself and for other people
- The credits are not required but always appreciated
- The pages must be a single file, with no levels or layers of individual elements
- You can not share elements of a kit individually with other people
- You can not claim as your own the elements used for your creations
- You can not sell individual items, LO or QP
S4H scrapbooking for profit
- You can only create pages for your customers
- Each page should be a single file and created just for that specific customer
- You can not sell QP PNG
- You can not sell pages at levels
- All levels of the page must be combined into a JPG file
Terms of Use commercial - User License
Using commercial products of Debora’s Creations you agree to the following terms of use:
1. You may not resell my products in their original design individually
2. You may not resell my products in their original design if they are actions, brushes, styles, patterns etc. ...
3. And 'forbidden to use my commercial use products to make other commercial use products
4. When you create or QP Digital Photobooks the final product needs to be saved as a single file (. Png or. Jpeg) with no
individual layers
5. Users can not create an entire kit with commercial products only Deborah's Creations. My commercial products
should be 30% of a kit except packages alpha
6. E 'may not use my graphics on websites or illegal publications
7. Desaturate You may not modify or grayscale any of my graphics work as models or templates for rivenderl
8. It can change the size, colors (grayscale products) depending on your needs

9. You may not offer any of these graphics in any Web pages to download, send via Facebook or Twitter or Yahoo or
Google groups, communities on the internet or include them in any collection of graphics, either the Internet or in any
other way
10. Not obligated to give me the credit but it would be much appreciated
11. It can create S4H and / or S40 kit with my products for commercial use.
Thanks, Debora’s Creations
♥

